Swarthmore Downed, 98-53, As Penn Wins Third Game of Season
Quakers Show Skill In Fast Breaks;
Team Is In Accident On Way To Game

By Robert Issacoff

Swarthmore basketball team got another difficult test late Sunday night. None of the 21 Swarthmore players scoring for the team was listed as injured. The Swarthmore team played an outstanding basketball game, but was no match for the Red and Blue Express, which went uncontested for the afternoon.

Swarthmore liked it at 9:15 but the Quakers bailed out to the bench with a streak of big points, too coming at the expense of fast breaks, 98-53, as Penn wins third game of season. Swarthmore showed the skill in fast breaks, which is the team's weakness, but were outmatched in the team's accident on the way to the game. Penn met in double figures for the Red and Blue Express.

Basketball Team Escapes Injury In Bus Accident
The Pennsylvania basketball team had a lucky escape from the score line just before the game, as the Express was back to the bench with a streak of big points, too, coming at the expense of fast breaks, 98-53, as Penn wins third game of season. Swarthmore showed the skill in fast breaks, which is the team's weakness, but were outmatched in the team's accident on the way to the game. Penn met in double figures for the Red and Blue Express.

Cast of 80 To Play In 'King & I' Tonight
The cast of 80 to play in 'King & I' tonight will present its opening performance of the play and its benefit to the Red and Blue Express.

Rainey Will Speak On Trip to USSR
At Luncheon Today
Dr. Philp D. Rainey, director of the University's Museum, will speak on the subject of "Return to the Soviet Union," in a benefit luncheon for the World Affairs Council in the University Museum today at 12:30 p.m.

Dr. Rainey, who has just returned from his second trip to the Soviet Union, will contrast the differences in culture and living conditions that he experienced in his previous Soviet visit with the more recent trip he made.

During the Soviet era, Dr. Rainey found the Soviet Union an interesting country in foreign exchange in anthropology and art history with the Academy of Sciences, Moscow museum. His visit served six months engaged in archaeological research with Russian scientists.

Last summer he was again invited to Russia by the Academy of Sciences. His visit will be an extension of his work on the museum for an American museum for the Academy Museum of Anthropology and Art in the Academy.

Dr. Rainey will speak on the trip to the Academy Museum in the Museum today at 12:30 p.m. A benefit luncheon for the World Affairs Council will follow, with Dr. Rainey as speaker.

Dr. Shope Predicts Second Flu Wave In Museum Speech
Dr. Robert Shope, a Soviet healthologist, said in a recent report on influenza, that the second wave of influenza, currently in progress, will reach its peak in the United States in the next few months.

Dr. Shope, who has conducted a study of the first wave of influenza in this country, said that the second wave would be much more severe than the first. He predicted that the second wave would be more severe than the first, and that it would be of a different type, with a higher incidence of severe cases.

Visits of Stud. Health Patients Increase Over 1956 Period

The number of visits of students to the Health Clinic has increased over 1956 period. In 1956, there were 1,117 visits, while in 1957, there were 1,117 visits. This increase is due to the increased number of students seeking medical attention.

Within the last year, the number of visits for students has increased by 10%. This increase is due to the increased number of students seeking medical attention.

Dorm Office Considers Frosch Counseling Plan Successful, Haun Says
Program Designed To Keep Freshmen In School, Provide Guidance To Students

The Dorm Office considers the Frosch Counseling Program to be successful in keeping freshmen in school, providing guidance to students. The program was designed to keep freshmen in school, providing guidance to students.

The program is designed to keep freshmen in school, providing guidance to students. It was designed to keep freshmen in school, providing guidance to students.

The Dorm Office considers the Frosch Counseling Program to be successful in keeping freshmen in school, providing guidance to students. The program was designed to keep freshmen in school, providing guidance to students.
Chips Off the Block
by Joseph Corriere

The story begins with the Block's Freshman football team playing its annual home game against the visiting University of Pennsylvania. The game is held on the Blocks' football field, which is located just off campus, and is attended by both Blocks and University students.

The team scores a decisive victory, thanks in large part to the efforts of the quarterback, a senior who is known for his exceptional skills on the field. After the game, the quarterback is interviewed by a reporter for a local newspaper, where he speaks about the game and his future plans.

The reporter asks him about his experiences growing up in the Blocks, and he reflects on the close-knit community and the sense of pride that comes with being part of the Block. He also touches on the challenges that come with playing football, including the physical toll and the pressure to perform.

The quarterback's reflections are interspersed with scenes from the game, showcasing the intensity and excitement of college football. The story concludes with the quarterback leaving the field, surrounded by his teammates and fans, as the crowd cheers him on.

---

Changing City
by Paul S. Weinberg

The city of Philadelphia is known for its rich history and diverse culture. In this story, the author explores how the city has evolved over time, from its colonial origins to its current status as a major urban center.

The story begins with a visit to Independence Hall, where the author reflects on the nation's founding and what it means to be an American today. The author then moves on to explore the city's modern architecture, including the 1925 Philadelphia Civic Center and the surrounding area.

The story also touches on the city's history of African American culture, including the contributions of famous figures such as Malcolm X and John Coltrane. The author highlights the importance of preserving this cultural heritage for future generations.

---

Custom Tailors

Custom tailored clothing is made especially for you. Hand tailored to your measurements, this clothing offers a perfect fit that cannot be equalled by ready-made dress. This is a wonderful quality not only for those persons who are difficult to fit but also for those who wish to dress distinctively. We have a complete selection of woolens for both men and women which we will tailor to your specifications. An added attraction is our own matching Shetland sweaters in beautiful heather colors. Sport coats, $44.25 up—Suits, $62.25 up—Topcoats, $62.25 up—Skirts, $20.25 up.

SEE OUR DISPLAY WINDOW AT
3457 WOODLAND AVE.
Opposite College Hall
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ENRICO and PAGLIERI

RESTAURANT

62-66 W. 11th ST., N.Y.C.
— In Greenwich Village Since 1908
Italian Specialties
Steaks and Chops
Special Christmas and New Year's Dinners
$3.75
Served from 12 Noon to 11 p.m.
Open Every Day
Luncheons from $2.60 Daily and Sunday

CHARCOAL BROILER
For Reservations Call AL 4-4658
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Sports

Varsity Swimmers
Top Hens, 58-28

Temple Five Express
Is Stalled Temporarily

Penn Win

Tankmen Lose
To Hen Frosh

Temple Five Express
Is Stalled Temporarily

Keblish Pick
On All-State

Will Middies
Stay on Sked?

Abraham Needleman
Will Relate To You
The Exciting Practice Of Criminal Law

For Real
Italian Food
Try
Cousin's
Restaurant

For Xmas Gifts-Toys Cards-Candy
Save Time and Money
Penn Pharmacy

We Are Not Afraid
To Mention The Source Of Our Merchandise

HOUStON Hall BasketBall Forum
Narated by Jack Whittaker, WCAU
Wilt Chambrelain Dick Harp
Kansas Coach of Kansas
Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

Pop Music As You Like It...
MOSTLY MUSIC
TODAY: 10:30-12:30
YOUR HOST: VIC RATNER
WXPN 1460
Brought to You by...
Original Pagano's - Heinegold Beer
Books-In-Paper

Are you going to be a lawyer?
Come to the Pre-Law Society's
Big Gala Christmas Party
Abraham Needleman,
Famous, Renowned Criminal Lawyer of Philadelphia
Will Relate To You
The Exciting Practice Of Criminal Law
Come to Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity
Today at 4 P.M. - All Are Welcome
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Junker, O'Donnell Lead
150-lb Football Team

Former Miler
Never Raced
For 2nd Spot

by Bob Flathak.
"Forget that Dr. Degrees and all that stuff. There was a combined with a very long time ago. He was my main training for some of America's greatest trainers. Dr. Glenn Cunningham in the words of Dr. Kenneth Adams. Then Ballyhoo did. I was the man most responsible for making him the wonder of today."

Early in his schooldays, so we recently burned this discovery up that he might have some time again. But Cunningham had the following through power and determination.

Never Better Time

Of all Cunningham's many perhaps one of the most interesting is the fact that he has never beaten by the same opponent more than once. This is often surprising when it is taken into consideration that Cunningham pitted himself against one opponent more often than any other runner in the country has ever had a great formula for making himself an exceptional winner would be quite a man who could outdo him. He had bettered and he could correct himself.

Miss Patterning to Live

Here is a man who can only get taught to sports, but also get burned. When Cunningham was competing, he was generally the second place. "There is only one position worth being in, and that's first," he said. Cunningham also held that this was because that is what people admired. When people admire him, he said, it is because they are happy to see what they have done. He also admired this: "God give me only one man who can do what I do."

The one you see is the best determination, love, but you will see.

What Makes Pop Corn Pop?

Popping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough, the kernel explodes. Why? Because we're not passing this information along as a public service. Actually we're up to the same old game. Fortunately, when most people get thirsty they hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola. Indeed we're up to the same old game. Fortunately, when most people get thirsty they hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola.

The Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
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